
How does the Enigma work?

The Enigma machine was a simple cipher machine. It had several components: a plug board, a light board, a keyboard, a set of rotors, and a reflector (half rotor). The original machine looked a lot like a typewriter. 

The machine has several variable settings that affect the operation of the machine. The user must select three rotors from a set of rotors to be used in the machine. A rotor contains one-to-one mappings of all the letters. Some 
Enigma machines had more than 3 rotors which just added to the number of possible encryption combinations. The other variable element in the machine is the plug board. The plug board allowed for pairs of letters to be 
remapped before the encryption process started and after it ended. 

When a key is pressed, an electrical current is sent through the machine. The current first passes through the plug board, then through the three rotors, through the reflector which reverses the current, back through the three 
rotors, back through the plug board and then the encrypted letter is lit on the display. After the display is lit up, the rotors rotate. The rotors rotate similar to an odometer where the right most rotor must complete one revolution 
before the middle rotor rotated one position and so on. 

As the current passes through each component in the Enigma machine, the letter gets remapped to another letter. The plug board performed the first remapping. If there is a connection between two letters, the letters are 
remapped to each other. For example if there is a connection between "A" and "F", "A" would get remapped to "F" and "F" would get remapped to "A". If this isn't a connection for a particular letter, the letter doesn’t get remapped. 
After the plug board, the letters are remapped through the rotors. Each rotor contains one-to-one mappings of letters but since the rotors rotate on each key press, the mappings of the rotors change on every key press. Once the 
current passes through the rotors, it goes into the reflector. The reflector is very similar to a rotor except that it doesn't rotate so the one-to-one mappings are always the same. The whole encryption process for a single letter 
contains a minimum of 7 remappings (the current passes through the rotors twice) and a maximum of 9 remappings (if the letter has a connection in the plug board). 

In order to decrypt a message, the receiver must have the encrypted message, and know which rotors were used, the connections on the plug board and the initial settings of the rotors. To decrypt a message, the receiver would 
set up the machine identically to the way the sender initially had it and would type in the encrypted message. The output of typing in the encrypted message would be the original message. Without the knowledge of the state of the 
machine when the original message was typed in, it is extremely difficult to decode a message.

History of the Enigma Machine

About 1918, Albert Scherbius took his idea of the "rotating rotors" in a cipher machine to the German military. They weren't interested in his 
ideas at that point in time and so Scherbius took his idea to a German company called Gewerkschaft Securitas. That company bought his 
patents. The first Enigma machine was produced in the early 1920's. It was an electrical enciphering machine which provided "better" 
encryptions of messages than other machines at the time because of the rotating rotors. 

The German Navy started buying Enigma machines in 1925 and they started to modify it. The German Army soon followed suit and they also 
modified the machine. Some of the modifications included adding or deleting some keys, the addition of the plug board and using more than 
three rotors. 

The Germans placed a lot of confidence in the security of the Enigma machine because they thought that the probability of breaking a 
message would be too great for their enemies. They did have certain procedures on the operation of the machine. The Germans had manuals 
that the operator used to set the parameters of the machine for each day. 

Contrary to the beliefs of the Germans, the Enigma machine was not secure. In 1928, the Poles acquired the knowledge about the German 
military Enigma by intercepting one, in customs, being sent to the German Embassy in Warsaw and examined it. A whole series of Enigma 
machines was produced at the factory in Warsaw. A group of brilliant mathematics students at the Poznan university (Rejewski, Rozycki and 
Zygalski) was recruited to work in the cryptological section of the Polish General Staff. On December 31, 1932, they decrypted the German 
Enigma signals. To facilitate decryption Rejewski designed an electromechanical programmable machine which he called 'Bomba' (Polish for 
bomb) because of the bomb-like ticking noise it made. On July 25, 1939, the Poles gave the French and the British replicas of Polish made 
Enigmas together with the drawings and information on the Enigma, Bomba and the decryption information.

During World War II the German armed forces top secret codes were broken at Bletchley Park, providing the allies with vital 
information towards their war effort. Situated 50 miles North-West of London, the site played host to a diverse group of code 
breakers, including Alan Turing and Dilly Knox. Among the ciphers that were broken were Enigma and Lorenz. 

Against seemingly insurmountable odds, the code breakers devised methods to allow them to successfully read enemy 
codes, often within a few hours of the messages being received by the outlying Y-stations. New technology was invented to 
automate the deciphering of messages. Colossus, the world’s first semi-programmable computer was invented at Bletchley 
Park to aid the decoding of Lorenz ciphers, which were used by the German high command to send their most highly-
classified and important communications.

The Enigma Code Machine

Labeled components are as follows:

1. Notched ring, used to "carry" the rotation of one rotor to another via a 
ratchet mechanism 

2. Dot marking the position of the "A" contact, for use by the operator in 
assembling the rotor 

3. Alphabet "tyre" or ring; some rings had a sequence of numerals 
instead of letters 

4. Electrical plate contacts 

5. Wire connections joining the plate contacts to the pin contacts 

6. Spring-loaded pin contacts 

7. Spring-loaded ring adjusting lever, used to alter the position of the 
alphabet ring; a pin on the lever fits into holes in the side of the 
alphabet ring 

8. Hub, through which fits the central axle 

9. Finger wheel, used to manually set the orientation of the rotor 

10. Ratchet mechanism 
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